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Newel Fastening System
1.  Using a 2" hole saw, drill a hole in the center of your newel post base. Use a router to bore out the hole to 13/16" 

deep. Drill your pilot holes and attach Fas-n-Fast™ using #10 (3-1/2") galvanized deck screws (not included).

2.  Mark center for the finished location of your newel. Secure Fas-n-Fast™ to floor joist using #10 (3-1/2") galvanized 
deck screws (not included). NOTE: If installing Fas-n-Fast™ 

on a starting step, place a block below the finished location 
of the newel and secure Fas-n-Fast™ to the block.

3.  Thread the newel post, rotating clockwise, to the installed 
bottom portion of your Fas-n-Fast™ hardware. 

BOTTOM RAKE
Angled ZipBolt™  
A3001

TOP RAKE
Angled SlipFix 

ZipBolt™  

A3001SF OAK 

1.  Mark a "center line" about 3" long on 
each piece on the two sections being 
joined. In this case, it is a quarter turn 
fitting and a section of straight rail.

2.  Be sure to align the jig with the "center 
line" by looking through the windows 
that are part of the jig. Once lined up 
perfectly using your hand, press the 
jig firmly into the end cut. It should fit 
flush against the end.

Note: The jig can also be used with an easement. Mark the center line and press firmly into end. Holding the end 
with one hand, align the flap, bending it to fit the easement. Align the holes through the windows in jig. Once lined up, 
the flap can be released and hole can be drilled. The "positioning pins" will help hold it in proper position to drill.

After all holes have been drilled, install the ZIPBOLT™ using the directions provided in each package.

4.  It is necessary to flip the jig during the 
process. The 1/4" hole is most commonly 
drilled into the fitting to accept the lag 
portion of the bolt. The 3/8" hole is 
usually drilled on the side where railbolt 
tightening takes place.

3.  Using a pencil, mark the spot where 
the 1" hole on the bottom of rail will be 
drilled. IMPORTANT! Drill the 1" hole 
first before you drill the 3/8" hole. If 
not, it is possible that the bit will wobble 
and create an imperfect hole, and the  
1" ZipBolt™ gear head will not fit properly.

Rail Fastening Innovations

Rake
Connect hand rail  
to newel

Balcony
Connect level  
hand rail to newel
SlipFix ZipBolt™ 3001SF 

Fitting
Connect hand rail to fitting  
or hand rail to hand rail 
ZipBolt™ 3001SP 

Drill Guide
Align and drill ZipBolt™ 
connection holes
ZipBolt™ Drill Guide 3001DG 

Quick. Strong. Precise. 
ZipBolt™ makes rail 
connections EASY.

Sturdy and simple.
Fas-n-Fast™ solidly secures 
newels flush to the floor. 

Drill Guide
Align and drill ZipBolt™ connection holes
ZipBolt™ Drill Guide 3001DG 



1.  Mark position of 3/8" hole onto end of 
rail. As an alternative to marking hand 
rails for drilling, the Railbolt Drill Guide 
is available, making it fast and easy.

2.  Cut rail at pitch from 1/8” mark. Measure 
distance from top of rail to center (A) of 3/8” hole 
on pitch (Note the measure). Now, mark a line 
on the newel that represents the top of pitch cut 
which is top of the rail. Then measure down the 
distance from top of rail to center of 3/8” hole (A), 
and subtract 1/8”. This is the center of the disc.

3.  Drill 1” dia. hole 9/32” deep. 
Install keyhole disc so that it 
is flush or slightly under the 
post. Secure disc with screws. 
(Tip: Pre-drill holes to accept 
screws)

5.  When proper fit is complete, 
glue and insert angled tip 
and tighten into place with 
5mm driver and ratchet or 
allen wrench. Glue and insert 
a wooden 1” dia. plug. Sand 
flush with bottom of rail.

4.  Slide rail on bolt and “dry fit” to be sure of proper 
angle and fit. If another cut is needed, take the 
least amount off to correct cut. The 3/8” deep 
hole that was drilled has allowed enough room 
for you to make this adjustment. Install bolt and 
gear head. Retract tip as far as you can to angle 
when sliding into position. You may have to exert 
a small amount of pressure on newel to help slide 
tip into position.

4.  Assemble the shaft and gear housing 
into the rail.

5.  To mark the center of the keyhole 
disc, measure 1-1/8'' upwards from 
the bottom of the rail position. Using a 
1'' bit, bore hole into post 9/32'' deep 
so the keyhole disc is flush or slightly 
under. Secure disc with screws.

6.  The shaft should be flush or under 
the surface of the rail end. Using a 
5mm hex bit in a tool or allen wrench 
(fitted into the gear head), the shaft 
can be moved to engage into the disc 
keyhole. Then simply push rail  
downwards and tighten.

2.  Mark and bore 1'' and 3/8'' holes as 
indicated.

3.  Mark final position of the hand rail onto 
post, observing the center line.

1.  Pre-drill your holes. Install ZipBolt™ shaft into fitting with  
7mm wrench.
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3. Finish with a 1" wood plug (Part # 3000).
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2. Apply thin coat of glue to the meeting ends. Join together, then 
tightly secure the fittings with the ZipBolt™ gear head using a 5mm driver   
(Part # 3001-DR) or 5mm allen wrench.
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1.  Cut rail 90 degrees square. Then mark proper angle on 
railing  1/8" in from the end of 90 degree cut. Mark center 
of rail on 90 degree cut, up 15/16" from bottom of rail. Drill 
a 1" dia. hole in bottom of rail on centerline  3-1/2" from 
where the angle and  15/16" dimension intersect hole. The 
hole should be  1-3/8" deep. Drill a  3/8" dia. hole in end 
of the rail. Hole should be  4" deep, drilling past the 1" dia. 
hole. Note: It is very important that the 3/8" hole is drilled 
before cutting the angle of the rail.

1.  Cut rail 90 degrees square. Then mark proper angle 
on railing, 1/8" in from the cut. (Fig. 1)

2.  Mark center of rail on 90 degree cut, up 15/16" from 
bottom of rail. (Fig. 1)

3.  Drill a 1" diam. hole in bottom of rail on center line 
2-1/2" from where angle line and 15/16" dimensions 
intersect. Hole should be 1-3/8" deep. (Fig. 1)

4.  Drill a 3/8" diam. hole in the end of the rail. Hole 
should be 3 to 3-1/2" deep, drilling past 1" hole.  
(Fig. 1) It is very important that the 3/8" hole is 
drilled before cutting the angle of the rail. 

5.  Measure 1/8" in from the end of the 90 degree cut 
in rail. Mark the correct pitch and start the cut at that 
point. (Fig. 1)

6.  Measure distance from top of the rail to center of 3/8" 
hole in pitch cut. (Fig.2)

7.  Mark newel in center and at proper height to achieve 
rail height. (Fig. 2)

8. Drill 1/4" pilot hole 2-1/8" deep. (Fig 2.)
9.  Install Rail Bolt in post with 2-7/8" of bolt  

protruding (Fig. 3). Verify that the bolt ends in  
the vertical position. (Fig. 4)

10.  Slide the rail on to the bolt and "dry fit" to be sure of 
proper angle and fit. If another cut is needed, take the 
least amount off to correct cut (Fig. 5). The 3/8" deep 
hole that was drilled should allow enough room for 
you to make this adjustment.  
 
When proper fit is complete, apply wood glue to 
contact surfaces, insert gear head and tighten into 
place with  5mm driver or allen wrench. Glue and 
insert a 1" diam. wood plug. Sand flush with bottom 
of the rail.
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Gear Head
Hinge Point

Gear HeadInsert this end
into hole

Top ViewBottom

This end should
face opening to allow 

5mm driver access

Balcony Connect level 
hand rail to newel
SlipFix ZipBolt™ 3001SF 

Rake Connect hand rail  
to newel
Angled ZipBolt™ A3001

Rake Connect hand rail  
to newel
Angled Slipfix ZipBolt™ A3001SF OAK

Fitting Connect hand rail to fitting  
or hand rail to hand rail 
ZipBolt™ 3001SP

Wax threads for easier tightening


